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For a connected manifold Mn, we denote by Im the kernel of the homomorphism r*:H*iBO, Z2)-^H*iMn, Z2) induced by the classifying map for the tangent bundle of Mn. If M and N are connected ra-dimensional manifolds, and if we form the connected sum [2 ] of M and N, which will be denoted M # N, then in dimensions between 0 and n, the cohomology of M # N can be decomposed into the direct sum of the cohomology of M and that of N. Further, this decomposition is compatible with the maps from H*{BO, Z2). Thus, in dimensions between 0 and n, Im*n = ImT\In-To decrease the ideal associated with a manifold, it is then reasonable to form the connected sum with another manifold. This process will be used to show:
Theorem. There is no relation of dimension less than or equal to the integral part of n/2 among the Whitney classes of all manifolds of dimension n. R. E. STONG [February If n = 2k, this makes a -Wk-m = 0, forr* is assumed monic. If n = 2k+l, w(M2kXSl)=w(M2k)®w(S1)=w(M2k)®l in H*(M2kXS\ Z2), so T%ia-Wk-m)=T*iccWk-m)®l.
Since T* is assumed monic, this also gives a -Wk-m = 0. Since H*iBO, Z2) is a polynomial algebra over Z2, it has no divisors of zero and hence a = 0.
( This means that the matrix ||Sg*f*su(.RP2(;)|| is triangular, with all diagonal entries having value 1, and hence this makes the matrix nonsingular, completing the proof of the theorem.
